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Abstract—The placement of edge computing server is the
key to the rapid development of edge computing. We propose
prediction-mapping-optimization heuristic based on resource
requirements forecasting for server placement in edge computing. Through this algorithm, we divide the task into multiple
subtasks, and then realize the mapping of subtask-location
of server, and finish the information interaction between the
servers and the data source through the data naming mechanism proposed by us. With the goal of the lowest cost of service
providers, we propose a cross-region resource optimization
model and obtained the final server placement strategy.
Keywords-edge computing; server placement; NDN; resource
optimization

I. I NTRODUCTION
In an edge-cloud environment, placement of edge computing server is required, in addition to intelligent terminals
that can be used as edge computing nodes. By depending on
a priori experience and intuition alone, it does not achieve
the lowest cost for the server providers and the best user
experience. And the placement strategy of existing service
devices (such as sensors, base stations, etc.) cannot be
used for placement of edge computing server. In the edge
computing environment, data source (such as mobile phones,
laptops, cars, buses, etc.) that generate massive data is likely
to be in the mobile state, and latency of request is sensitive
and the amount of computing is large[1]. We predict the
resource requirements of the data source in the edge computing (including computing resources, storage resources, etc.),
then propose a heuristic algorithm to develop the placement
strategy of the edge computing server.
II. OVERVIEW
In this paper, we propose the strategy of edge computing server placement by resource requirements forecasting
which is shown in Fig 1. This placement strategy is more
advantageous for service providers than traditional solutions.
First, we propose a data naming mechanism for the servers
and the data source. They can interact information by this
mechanism which including information of location, current
time, and so on. On this basis, we introduce the nonhomogeneous Markov model to predict the next destination

Figure 1.
Edge computing servers (ECS) placement in edge-cloud
environment

of data source. There are many servers in each region, and
how to choose the server in the certain region is also a
big challenge. To address the challenge of server selection,
we propose a heuristic algorithm to map the subtasks to
candidate server locations. At last, we propose a crossregion resource optimization algorithm to minimize the cost
of the service providers. In this step, We choose a collection
of servers for subtask-location mapping. The location of
the server in the collection can be in this region or in
adjacent regions. Resource scheduling allows subtasks to
be processed cross-regions, which can minimize the cost of
service providers by reducing the number of server.
III. A LGORITHMS
A. Data Naming Mechanism for Information Interaction
The edge computing server needs to predict the resource
requirements of data source. The prediction is based on
the information which is from data source, such as time
in a certain place. The data source sends information to the
server, which requires a more standard mode, including what
content is sent, when it is sent, and how each element of the
specific content needs to be sorted.
Implementing the above functions requires a well-defined
data naming mechanism, which needs to be adhered to by
the data source and servers. In addition, the data source

requires a certain time interval to send information to the
server. The time interval should not be too small or too
large, which affects the accuracy of data. According to the
mobility characteristics of the data source, the data naming
specification based NDN[2] is defined as: [current timestamp, location, transition probability, common application,
random number].
B. Predict Next Destination of Data Source
Based on the information interaction between the servers
and the data source, we introduce the non-homogeneous
Markov chain to predict the next destination of the data
source. A simple Kolmogorovs equation is obtained if Q(t)
is constant in the period:
P (t, t + T ) = eQ(t)T P(t, t) = eQ(t)T

(1)

Where P is the matrix of state transition probability,
Q(t)
PN
means the matrix of transition intensity, and k=1 qjk (t) =
0 (qjk (t) ∈ Q(t)).
After determining the next destination, the problem we
faced was how to choose the right server within the destination partition. We want to find a set of location of server
Set1 = {Sr1 , · · · , Sri , Srj , · · · Srn }. The servers in this
collection need to meet the following conditions:
bandwidthSrn ≥
Xm
i=1

datai
τsubi

(t iSri ,Srj + t iSrj + t iSrj ,dsn ) ≤ τtotal

(2)
(3)

C. The Heuristic Algorithm for Subtask-Location Mapping
In this paper, we map the subtask-location by using a
heuristic algorithm. In order to simplify the model, we only
consider the lowest of the total consumption cost of data
source(user) in the step. So our goal is to get a collection of
server placement Set2 = {Sr1 , · · · , Sri , Srj , · · · Srn } that
are designed to minimize data source cost. The optimization
problem can be formalized as follows:
Xm
min Costdstotal =
(Cost idsSri ,Srj +Cost idsSrj )
i=1
(4)
And the server needs to meet:
Xm
i=1

D. Cross-region Resource Optimization for The Lowest Cost
of Service Provider
We propose an improved algorithm to minimize cost of
the service providers. That is, optimization is performed
based on the average bandwidth of the server in the collection of server candidate(Set2 ). We add a relaxation factor ζi
in the server selection algorithm, and change β and γ in Eq.7
and 8. Our goal is to get a set of server collection Set3 =
{Sr1 , · · · , Sri , Srj , · · · Srn } to minimize cost of service
providers. The location of the server in the collection may
be within the region or within the adjacent regions(crossregion). The optimization problem can be formalized as
follows:
Xn
(6)
min
CostspSri
i=1

And the server needs to meet:
Xm
ttotal =
(t iSri ,Srj +t iSrj +t iSrj ,dsn ) ≤ βτtotal +ζi
i=1
(7)
Xm
i=1

where the amount of data and time
Pmof processing time for
the
entire
task
are
data
=
total
i=1 datai and τtotal =
Pm
i
means
the
time when the i-th
ω
τ
.
t
Sr
,Sr
i
sub
i
j
i
i=1
subtask is migrated from the server i to the server j, t iSrj
means the time that the i-th subtask to be processed on the
server j, t iSrj ,dsn means the time that the completion result
of i-th subtask is transmitted from the server j to the data
source.

ttotal =

Where Costdstotal means the total cost of consumption for
the data source, Cost idsSri ,Srj means the migration cost of
the i-th subtask from the server i to the server j. Cost idsSrj
means the calculation cost of the i-th subtask processing on
the server j. α is the adjustment parameter and the maximum
task processing time is allowed when α = 1.

(t iSri ,Srj + t iSrj + t iSrj ,dsn ) ≤ ατtotal
(5)

(Cost idsSri ,Srj +Cost idsSrj ) ≤ γCostdstotal (8)

CostspSri means the cost that the service provider deploying the i-th server.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a prediction-mappingoptimization heuristic for the placement of server in edge
computing. The range of candidate servers are narrowed
down by predicting the next destination of the data source,
and the server and the data source exchange information
by the data naming mechanism. Then we accumulate the
resources of the each candidate server through the subtasklocation mapping, and determine the location and number
of the server according to the amount of resources. At
last, we propose the cross-regional resources optimization
to minimize the cost of the service providers.
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